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Not too fast
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"EVENING CHIMES" REVERIE

THE SENSATION OF THE CENTURY

Contains a most effective imitation of Church Chimes. Can be played on any Piano. Try these few bars of the Introduction:

Slowly

Then try the opening measures of the first strain which repeats the Chimes motive:

Above melody is followed by 3/4 movement, followed by eight measures of the hymn "Jesus Lover Of My Soul" in Chimes. The last strain is the famous melody for the left hand which is carried out for the right hand.

Andante espressivo

"EVENING CHIMES" is sweeping the country like wild fire. It will reach a million copies this year.

THE LATEST CLASSIC RAG

"LION TAMER" RAG

A positive delight for all ambitious Pianists

FOR SALE AT ALL DEALERS, OR DIRECT FROM
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